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the incal ˈ ɪ ŋ k əl french l incal is a french graphic novel series
written by alejandro jodorowsky and originally illustrated by jean
giraud aka mœbius the incal hardcover june 29 2011 by alexandro
jodorowsky author moebius illustrator brian michael bendis
introduction 4 5 73 ratings see all formats and editions detective
john difool is the key to the universe after accidentally discovering
the mystical incal artifact 4 11 11 141 ratings1 129 reviews john
difool a low class detective in a degenerate dystopian world finds
his life turned upside down when he discovers an ancient mystical
artifact called the incal difool s adventures will bring him into
conflict with the galaxy s greatest warrior the metabaron and will
pit him against the awesome a series of science fiction comics
created by alejandro jodorowsky and various artists featuring the
adventures of detective john difool and his quest for the incal a
mysterious object of power explore the books ratings reviews and
guides of this saga on goodreads the incal is a film adaptation of a
comic by alejandro jodorowsky and jean moebius giraud directed
by taika waititi it follows john difool a private investigator who
finds a powerful artifact called the incal and gets involved in a
galactic conflict the incal centers on intergalactic private eye john
difool who gets caught up in a grand space opera after happening
on a mystical artifact called the incal along with a ragtag crew
difool the sci fi masterpiece by moebius and jodorowsky about the
tribulations of the shabby detective john difool as he searches for
the precious and coveted incal john difool a low class detective in
a degenerate dystopian world finds his life turned upside down
when he discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal by
alexandro jodorowsky author moebius artist format kindle edition
4 7 1 851 ratings part of the incal see all formats and editions the
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sci fi masterpiece by moebius and jodorowsky about the
tribulations of the shabby detective john difool as he searches for
the precious and coveted incal john difool a low class detective in
a the oscar winning filmmaker will adapt the sci fi graphic novel by
alejandro jodorowsky and moebius which is the foundation of the
jodoverse the film will follow a private investigator who finds a
mystical artifact and teams up to save the universe the incal vol 1
alejandro jodorowsky mœbius jean giraud 4 16 382 ratings15
reviews the sci fi masterpiece by moebius and jodorowsky about
the tribulations of the shabby detective john difool as he searches
for the precious and coveted incal f rom its opening panels in
which shambling detective john difool is thrown through the strata
of a great city passing snipers and copycats on his way to a lake of
acid the incal is entrancing english 309 pages 27 cm john difool a
low class detective in a degenerate dystopian world finds his life
turned upside down when he discovers an ancient mystical artifact
called the incal john difool a low class detective in a degenerate
dystopian world finds his life turned upside down when he
discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal difool s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy s greatest
warrior the metabaron and will pit him against the awesome
powers of the technopope the incal is the story of john difool an
intergalactic private eye who finds himself accidentally caught up
in a grand space opera that combines politics philosophy and
existentialism the incal is a sci fi masterpiece by moebius and
jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby detective john
difool as he searches for the precious and coveted incal publishers
humanoids john difool a low class detective in a degenerate
dystopian world finds his life turned upside down when he
discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal difool s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy s greatest
warrior the metabaron and will pit him against the awesome
powers of the technopope summary an epic space opera centered
on shabby p i john difool who happens upon a mystical artifact
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known as the incal an object of great power coveted by many
factions across the galaxy an overview of the entire incal saga
written by alejandro jodorowsky and illustrated by jean giraud
more commonly known as moebius originally published bet a
graphic novel by moebius and alejandro jodorowsky a space opera
that mixes science fiction grotesque esoteric and social criticism
the story follows john difool a detective chosen to save the galaxy
from the darkness a mysterious entity that threatens the universe
from the minds of alejandro jodorowsky and moebius comes their
seminal work the incal this iconic graphic novel has been the
inspiration behind many science fiction works and movies and is
now presented in gorgeous oversized format this deluxe edition
contains
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the incal wikipedia Apr 30 2024 the incal ˈ ɪ ŋ k əl french l incal is a
french graphic novel series written by alejandro jodorowsky and
originally illustrated by jean giraud aka mœbius
the incal alexandro jodorowsky moebius brian michael Mar
30 2024 the incal hardcover june 29 2011 by alexandro
jodorowsky author moebius illustrator brian michael bendis
introduction 4 5 73 ratings see all formats and editions detective
john difool is the key to the universe after accidentally discovering
the mystical incal artifact
the incal by alejandro jodorowsky goodreads Feb 27 2024 4 11 11
141 ratings1 129 reviews john difool a low class detective in a
degenerate dystopian world finds his life turned upside down when
he discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal difool s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy s greatest
warrior the metabaron and will pit him against the awesome
the incal saga by alejandro jodorowsky goodreads Jan 28
2024 a series of science fiction comics created by alejandro
jodorowsky and various artists featuring the adventures of
detective john difool and his quest for the incal a mysterious
object of power explore the books ratings reviews and guides of
this saga on goodreads
the incal imdb Dec 27 2023 the incal is a film adaptation of a
comic by alejandro jodorowsky and jean moebius giraud directed
by taika waititi it follows john difool a private investigator who
finds a powerful artifact called the incal and gets involved in a
galactic conflict
the incal movie taika waititi to direct comic adaptation Nov
25 2023 the incal centers on intergalactic private eye john difool
who gets caught up in a grand space opera after happening on a
mystical artifact called the incal along with a ragtag crew difool
the incal jodorowsky alejandro giraud jean 9781594650932 Oct 25
2023 the sci fi masterpiece by moebius and jodorowsky about the
tribulations of the shabby detective john difool as he searches for
the precious and coveted incal john difool a low class detective in
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a degenerate dystopian world finds his life turned upside down
when he discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal
the incal vol 1 the black incal amazon com Sep 23 2023 by
alexandro jodorowsky author moebius artist format kindle edition
4 7 1 851 ratings part of the incal see all formats and editions the
sci fi masterpiece by moebius and jodorowsky about the
tribulations of the shabby detective john difool as he searches for
the precious and coveted incal john difool a low class detective in
a
taika waititi directing movie version of the incal variety Aug 23
2023 the oscar winning filmmaker will adapt the sci fi graphic
novel by alejandro jodorowsky and moebius which is the
foundation of the jodoverse the film will follow a private
investigator who finds a mystical artifact and teams up to save the
universe
the incal vol 1 the incal 1 2 by alejandro jodorowsky Jul 22 2023
the incal vol 1 alejandro jodorowsky mœbius jean giraud 4 16 382
ratings15 reviews the sci fi masterpiece by moebius and
jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby detective john
difool as he searches for the precious and coveted incal
the incal by alejandro jodorowsky illustrated by moebius
Jun 20 2023 f rom its opening panels in which shambling detective
john difool is thrown through the strata of a great city passing
snipers and copycats on his way to a lake of acid the incal is
entrancing
the incal jodorowsky alejandro author free download May 20 2023
english 309 pages 27 cm john difool a low class detective in a
degenerate dystopian world finds his life turned upside down when
he discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal
the incal reading order the french comic book by
jodorowsky Apr 18 2023 john difool a low class detective in a
degenerate dystopian world finds his life turned upside down when
he discovers an ancient mystical artifact called the incal difool s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy s greatest
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warrior the metabaron and will pit him against the awesome
powers of the technopope
alejandro jodorowsky reflects on the incal Mar 18 2023 the
incal is the story of john difool an intergalactic private eye who
finds himself accidentally caught up in a grand space opera that
combines politics philosophy and existentialism
the incal ign Feb 14 2023 the incal is a sci fi masterpiece by
moebius and jodorowsky about the tribulations of the shabby
detective john difool as he searches for the precious and coveted
incal publishers humanoids
the incal book by alejandro jodorowsky jean giraud Jan 16 2023
john difool a low class detective in a degenerate dystopian world
finds his life turned upside down when he discovers an ancient
mystical artifact called the incal difool s adventures will bring him
into conflict with the galaxy s greatest warrior the metabaron and
will pit him against the awesome powers of the technopope
the incal movieweb Dec 15 2022 summary an epic space opera
centered on shabby p i john difool who happens upon a mystical
artifact known as the incal an object of great power coveted by
many factions across the galaxy
the incal a metaphysical space epic youtube Nov 13 2022 an
overview of the entire incal saga written by alejandro jodorowsky
and illustrated by jean giraud more commonly known as moebius
originally published bet
review the incal by jodorowsky moebius retrofuturista Oct
13 2022 a graphic novel by moebius and alejandro jodorowsky a
space opera that mixes science fiction grotesque esoteric and
social criticism the story follows john difool a detective chosen to
save the galaxy from the darkness a mysterious entity that
threatens the universe
the incal the deluxe edition book by alejandro jodorowsky
Sep 11 2022 from the minds of alejandro jodorowsky and moebius
comes their seminal work the incal this iconic graphic novel has
been the inspiration behind many science fiction works and
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movies and is now presented in gorgeous oversized format this
deluxe edition contains
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